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In 1872, Darwin speculated that emotion expressions in humans and animals
are evolved products of natural selection. He argued that a number of emo-
tion expressions are universal, and he wrote, “Of all the … complex emo-
tions, pride, perhaps, is the most plainly expressed. A proud man exhibits his
sense of superiority over others by holding his head and body erect … and
makes himself appear as large as possible” (p. 263).1

Although contemporary emotion researchers have supported Darwin’s
general speculation by identifying discrete, universally recognized facial ex-
pressions for a small set of “basic” emotions (e.g., ref. 2), they have not found
a distinct nonverbal expression for pride. In fact, because happiness is the
only positively valenced emotion thought to have a discrete, nonverbal ex-
pression, researchers have concluded that all positive emotions share the
same expression.3,4 The finding that pride has a unique, identifiable expres-
sion would challenge this assumption, suggest that pride meets a central cri-
terion for biologically based emotions, and imply that pride may have
evolved to serve a particular communicative function—possibly to convey
success and thereby promote status and dominance.

In this paper, we summarize findings from five studies that test whether
pride has a distinct, recognizable, behaviorally visible expression (see
FIG. 1). In study 1, 56 judges viewed photographs of male and female targets
posing expressions of happiness, pride, and surprise and were asked to iden-
tify the emotion expressed in each photo. Judges chose from these options:
“happiness,” “pride,” “surprise,” and “no emotion.” The results show that
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judges agreed on a pride expression and could distinguish pride from both
happiness and surprise.

In study 2, 96 judges responded to the photos using an open-ended re-
sponse format. This design addresses a potential critique of study 1—namely,
that the forced-choice response format may constrain judges’ response op-
tions and thereby inflate recognition rates.5 A set of coders rated the extent
to which each open-ended response was prototypical of pride. Results
showed that responses to the pride photos were classified as prototypical of
pride at frequencies that were greater than chance and comparable to those
found in previous open-ended studies of basic emotions.6

In study 3 (N = 178), we manipulated several facial and bodily features to
more precisely determine the components of the pride expression. Results
showed that the pride expression includes a small smile, head tilted slightly
back, arms either raised above the head or hands placed on the hips, and a vis-
ibly expanded posture.

In study 4, 85 judges viewed photos cropped to include only the face. Pride
recognition was below chance for all face-only photos, suggesting that, un-
like basic emotions, the pride expression includes more than the face.

FIGURE 1. Pride recognition rates for studies 1–5. The black bars show mean rec-
ognition rates across pride photos; the white bars show recognition rates for the best pride
photo. Studies 1, 3, 4, and 5 used a forced-choice response format (judges were given 4
response options in study 1 and 8 response options in studies 3–5). Recognition rates in
studies 1, 2, 3, and 5 are comparable to those found for basic emotions in the present re-
search and in previous studies.
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Finally, in study 5, 28 judges who were born, raised, and living in Italy
viewed the photos. Pride recognition rates were comparable to recognition
rates for United States judges, suggesting that the pride expression general-
izes at least across Western cultures.

In summary, these studies show that pride has a recognizable nonverbal ex-
pression, which can be distinguished from expressions of other positive emo-
tions and can be identified using forced-choice and open-ended response
formats. The expression is recognized equally well by men and women and
by American and Italian judges. These findings imply that pride can be added
to the pantheon of emotions that have discrete behavioral expressions, that
pride might have evolved to serve communicative functions, that nonverbal
expressions of emotion are not restricted to the face, and that it might be pos-
sible to assess pride from nonverbal behaviors.
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